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01. The Goal Statement and its Rationale 

The final project focuses on the instructional goal of observing and sketching a given exterior setting, using simple tools 

(pencils, eraser, sharpener, sketchpad), employing the systematic method of framing a view, measuring shapes and details, and 

translating them onto a prepared drawing-space, producing a simple yet accurate perspective drawing within 45-60 minutes. 

The rationale in selecting this topic for the final project stems from the observation of faculty regarding the relatively poor drawing 

skills of entering freshmen. Freshmen entering other arts programs such as painting, dance, or music, invariably already have 

accumulated years of training as evidenced by their folio work, or their auditions. Correspondingly, the students that are accepted 

exhibit a higher caliber of entry skills as well as robust motivation (fully aware that they just competed for limited slots in their 

respective program). Students entering Southern Polytechnic State University’s architecture program, however, are a different 

matter. While a portion of the freshman class displays some competence in their skills, a majority have not had the training in how 

to see well and how to draw well what they see. Seeing rigorously with the eye, visualizing objects in space with the mind, and 

drawing precisely with the hand - these three actions form the foundational skills triad that every architecture student must 

develop.  In doing so, the young design student will employ and develop their spatial creativity while balancing and tempering their 

idea with disciplined craft and dimensional precision. Without this foundational triadic skill set, their progress, performance, and 

morale are negatively affected. Undeniably, this is a real gap that exists in SPSU architecture freshmen.  

Sketching an observational setting into a perspective format is one of the demonstrational proofs that a student is developing this 

foundational triad of skills. This final project shall limit its scope to the process of framing a view, setting up a frame and grid to 

systematically measure the basic shapes in a scene and transferring it onto paper with a level of accuracy. The project shall not 

include the related skills of 1) selecting and composing a view, and 2) rendering shade, shadows and textures (despite their 

unavoidable overlap into the overall knowledge set of drawing, they are distinctly separate topics themselves). 
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02. Front End Analysis and the Instructional Goal 

Design Process Issues Design Descriptions  

The Observed Problem Freshmen students in architecture are observed to be struggling in their first year of design studio, 
particularly in the first semester. The design students are motivated to develop creative ideas; 
however, when tasked to generate studies to manifest and test their ideas through study models 
and drawings, the skills of visualization reveal themselves to be underdeveloped, particularly in 
drawing. With a weak skill level in seeing and drawing, their foresight of their idea in spatial terms 
is fuzzy and imprecise, affecting their process and leading them to accept what their initial model 
studies show, rather than correcting to reflect what they really intend. This would be a case of a real 
gap in dimensional precision (seeing sharply, understanding clearly, and drawing precisely). 

 

The Instructional Purpose The gap to be addressed lies with the foundational triadic skill set of dimensional precision. To 
develop this, the instruction will address the following  

•  the ability to differentiate and identify depth cues in perspective  

•  the ability to estimate-measure the shape, size, and location of objects as seen in 
perspective by the eye 

•  The ability to sketch these observed objects into a basic perspective drawing that 
communicates an acceptable sense of dimensional accuracy 

The ability to see dimensional differences is inarticulate. However, the ability to translate this 
information well is poor. Basing the instructional approach on the logic that the drawing hand is 
instructed by the mind’s vision, which in turn is informed by the seeing eye, the instruction shall 
focus on establishing a simple but reliable technique to train the eye to see accurately, thus 
informing the visualizing mind to instruct the hand to draw precisely.  The eye, mind, and hand, 
each sharpens their skill to develop the other two, resulting in a stronger triadic foundation. 
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Design Process Issues Design Descriptions  

The Instructional Goal Given pens, pencils, eraser, sketchpad, and the systematic method of framing and measuring a 
view, the traveling design student shall be able to translate the measured observations taken 
from an exterior setting into a simple yet accurate perspective drawing within the time period 
of 45-60 min, depending on the relative complexity of the exterior setting. 

 

The Intended Learners The participants of this instruction are intended to be the freshmen entering Southern Polytechnic 
State University’s Architecture program. Most freshmen are from Georgia, consisting of teens in the 
18-19 year old range. Some students come from nearby states in the southeastern quadrant of the 
country. None of them have communication problems in English. 

While motivation levels in freshmen are solid, exhibiting an eager energy for learning architecture, 
many of them have low or poor skill levels at drawing and drawing accurately. Therefore, when the 
demands of studio requirements inevitably clash with the assessed reality of poor skills, motivation 
plummets, resulting in low morale, confidence, and a resignation to transfer to another major. Being 
able to respond to this gap of drawing skills will contribute to retention and morale. 

 

The Performance Context The architecture faculty and administration always welcome ideas that help improve pedagogy and 
help student engagement. This specific instructional idea’s employment may float between three 
options : design studio, design communication, or an elective. At present, it is encouraged by 
selective design studios. 

The site of learning this instruction shall be in various possible locations on campus. The variety of 
exterior settings and its proximity to studio make it practical. Being in a studio setting, the social 
atmosphere is that of a class on a small-scale field trip. 

Learning this skill of perspective drawing will sharpen design visualization in studio, leading to less 
guesswork and more accurate foresighting of spatial translations. This gives the student more 
control and responsibility towards their upper-year design studios and eventually, their career. 
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Design Process Issues Design Descriptions  

The Learning Context The learning venue is also on campus, and the application of this instruction shall also be in design 
studio. Expectedly, the studio professor who acts as the performance supervisor also happens to be 
the learning instructor. Thus the learning and performance settings and personnel are matched. 

 

Required Tools to 
Accomplish Goals 

Students shall have the following for this instruction : 

•  Drawing pencils (2H, HB, 2B, 4B), options include blue and red pencils 
•  Eraser, white or erasing putty 
•  Pencil sharpener (or Xacto blade), and sandpaper strips  
•  Sketchpad, 12”x18” size, with a hard cardboard back, spiral bound preferred 
•  Clipboard, optional 

All these tools are supplied to freshmen in their summer workshop, and are readily available at 
several accessible stores should they need replenishment. 

 

Instructional Delivery 

 

The primary method of instruction is lecture-demonstration with on-site sketch drill-and-practice. 

•  Pretest drawing conducted on selected site, 30 minute time period 
•  Works are pinned up, with moderated discussion about dimensions, and perspective depth 
•  Enticement of systematic method to accurately draw a perspective  
•  Revisit site, and identify focal objects, establishing framed view 
•  Demonstration + drill of arm, pencil, and eye as a reliable measuring tool 
•  Demonstration + drill of setting the framed view into a grid, sketching grid on sheet 
•  Demonstration + drill of measuring objects + details from the framed view, and then 

transferring them onto corresponding locations on the drawing grid 
•  Finish off basic drawing with support elements and hard-lining technique 
•  Instructor monitors student progress, focusing on eye-arm action and grid precision 
•  After 45-60 minutes, new works are pinned up next to pretest works for comparison 
•  Progression of skills continue with more observational drawing exercises 
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03. Learner Analysis 

The intended participants of this instruction are freshmen entering Southern Polytechnic State University’s Architecture program. 
Most freshmen are from Georgia, consisting of teens in the 18-19 year old range. Some students come from nearby states in the 
southeastern quadrant of the country. None of them have communication problems in English. 

While motivation levels in freshmen are solid, exhibiting an eager energy for learning architecture, many of them have low or poor 
skill levels at drawing and drawing accurately. Therefore, when the demands of studio requirements inevitably clash with the 
assessed reality of poor skills, motivation plummets, resulting in low morale, confidence, and a resignation to transfer to another 
major. Being able to respond to this gap of drawing skills will contribute to retention and morale. 

 

Information Categories Data Sources Learner Characteristics 

Entry Skills Observation, interviews, 
and summer workshop 
exercises 

Entering freshmen are mostly fresh from high school and have only a 
general knowledge of drawing and sketching. Many proofs from 
workshop exercises show an understanding of dimensions (width, 
height, and depth) but reveal a poor ability to draw with proportions, 
scale, and depth. 

Prior Knowledge of 
Instructional Topic 

Observations, interviews 
and an on-site drawing 
pretest 

Pretest drawings done at a given exterior setting reveal the ability to 
identify shapes and details, but not the skill to draw them in scale nor 
locate them in proportion to each other, thus,  giving evidence how the 
mind has a gap between perceiving the scene and instructing the hand 
to draw what the eye sees. 

The gap is knowledge and skill based - 1) knowledge of how to see 
objectively, training the mind to be familiar with visual cues of 
perspective, and 2) skill of methodically observing the given setting and 
ordering the various elements within it through systematic 
measurements. Learning these two will develop, by extension the next 
skill of constructing a perspective drawing through the transfer of 
these measured shapes or objects. 
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Information Categories Data Sources Learner Characteristics 

Attitudes Toward    
Content 

Observations, interviews 

 

Students, upon seeing how their initial (pretest) drawing differs from a 
photograph and other works, develop a positive attitude to learn how 
perspective works and are as eager to learn how to see and draw more 
accurately. They become enthusiastic to close the gap between their 
drawing and the photograph. 

Attitudes Toward 
Potential Delivery System 

Observations, interviews 

 

With drawing a perspective, cognition comes with actual actions. Thus, 
learning by lecture-demonstration and drill-practice is the optimum 
choice. Students have initiative to improve their learning by doing work 
themselves, and they are very appreciative of having an effective model 
to follow initially. 

Motivation for Instruction 
(ARCS) 

Observations, interviews 

 

Students, having finished summer workshop, are highly eager and 
motivated to begin their first semester in the program.  

The show-and-tell element of the pretest drawings generates a sense of 
“magic” (how does he do that?); the acknowledged gap in knowledge 
and skill establishes attention and appeal. 

The awareness that studio requirements will entail much graphics and 
models, sets a high relevance level for this instruction, particularly how 
developing this knowledge and skill will contribute to better design 
visualization through their career. 

The pretest pinup is very valuable as it shows a range of skill across the 
class (my work, included), while displaying plainly that the skill levels 
needed to accomplish the drawing task are well within their reach = 
confirmation of confidence and challenge. 

Upon learning- doing the systematic method of framing, gridding, and 
measuring their progress drills reveal distinct improvements in seeing 
and drawing more accurately. Comparing their new works to their 
pretest displays this upshift in skill and knowledge, giving satisfaction 
and enhancing motivation. 
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Information Categories Data Sources Learner Characteristics 

Educational and Ability 
Levels 

Application records and 
documents 

All entering freshmen have finished high school. Majority of the 
students are fresh from high school; a few are older, having some 
drawing and drafting experience. Most, however, have only a low, 
general ability in drawing.  

English as a communication language is not an obstacle. 

Most of the students have normal interpersonal skills; a few are more 
gregarious, while a few are more reserved. A withdrawn personality is 
rare. 

General Learning 
Preferences 

Observations, interviews 

 

The students have recently finished their summer workshop where they 
were given a variety of exercises. Pinup reviews were introduced and 
established as a normal practice of showing produced work and 
discussing its merits and potentials. This mode quickly and clearly 
demonstrates to students that work quality matters and professional 
behavior is expected. 

Establishing this professional and objective platform, the students now 
prefer and expect this mode; they learn more from each other’s works 
while learning about their own self. 

Attitudes Toward   
Training Organization 

Observations, interviews 

 

The students recognize the school as an accredited and qualified 
institute to administer a program of courses towards reaching the 
professional program.  

General Group 
Characteristics 

Observations, interviews 

 

The freshman batch is around 100 students, roughly 65-70% male. 
Each studio has around 13-15 students. Diversity of race and culture 
abounds, making for a wonderful mix of people. 

In the end, they are all still kids - eager to learn, willing to work hard, 
seeking guidance of elders and peers, pushing boundaries as they 
continue to learn self-responsibility, honesty, and discipline. 
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04. Performance Context Analysis 

Information Categories Data Sources Performance Context Characteristics 

Managerial / Supervisor 
Support 

Interviews with faculty 
and department chair 

For the students, the skill contributes to improved quality of their 
design works, earning them better grades, while developing their 
competence and early autonomy. For instructors, the works exhibited 
are an intrinsic reward of effective instruction. Self assessment reports 
which include student works as proofs of scholarship and pedagogy, are 
put to review during periodic accreditation periods. 

Supervision by the department chair is very minimal. For most part, the 
chair avoids intervention in academic freedom unless it is necessary. 
Instead the occasional visit during review serves to support the 
instructor publicly in view of the students. 

Supervisory commitment to the instruction also comes indirectly in 
semestral design competitions where the best studio works are then 
selected by a panel of reviewers, and then put on extended exhibit. 

Physical Aspects of Site Observations, interviews 
with faculty, site visits 

 

Students generate their design works (graphics and models) in assigned 
studio spaces. Each student is supplied with a large desk and a chair. 
Access to power, wifi, or plug-in outlets is maintained. Lighting in the 
studio is general and students are encouraged to bring task lamps for 
individual use. During learning this instruction, students shall be 
visiting different sites on campus to generate observational drawings 
for support in their design idea development. Once they learn the skill 
of observational drawing, they are able to apply it during later studio 
years and site visits that are much farther from campus.  

Aside from in-studio, on-site lectures and demonstrations, students 
have a required text on architectural graphics, as well as access to 
references on drawing in the architecture library. 
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Information Categories Data Sources Performance Context Characteristics 

Physical Aspects of Site 
(continued) 

Observations, interviews 
with faculty, site visits 

 

Equipment needed for this particular instruction is supplied with their 
materials and supplies package during summer workshop. In addition, a 
listing of several supplies stores is also given to students for subsequent 
replenishment of equipment and supplies. 

Studio, where this instruction shall be integrated, meets three times a 
week for four hours each session. The learning cycle does not require 
much time; drill-practice exercises, however, require more time to hone 
the craft. This is part and parcel of producing initial works for their 
design reviews. There shall be 3 training-and-practice sessions 
distributed through the 16-week studio semester. 

Social Aspects of Site Observations, interviews 
with students 

 

In the studio or the on-site setting, the instructor supervises the 
learning and application progress of the students. The instructor gives 
enough demonstration knowledge and then sequences immediately 
into drawing exercises. After a set time period, the students gather in 
studio to pinup their work and discuss differences and improvements in 
seeing and drawing. The balance of professional behavior and familiar 
collegiality is established and monitored by the instructor. 

Students quickly become a group of peers as they both help each other 
while also trying to outdo others or themselves. Normal banter occurs 
and is quite minimal while students apply the drawing skills. The 
instructor is available for questions and consultations. Students who 
are more adept at the skill become secondary sources for knowledge.  

Relevance of Skills to 
Workplace 

Observations of different 
studios, interviews with 
faculty and students 

 

Learning observational perspective drawing meets the need to improve 
seeing and drawing. Continued practice of this skill will generate better 
graphic works required in studio, sharpening design visualization. 

This will lead to more accurate foresighting of spatial translations, 
while giving the student more control and responsibility towards their 
upper-year design studios and eventually, their career. 
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05. Instructional Context Analysis 

The instructional and performance settings, and its corresponding personnel are identical. 

Information Categories Data Sources Instructional Context Characteristics 

Number & Nature of Sites Observation, Site Visits, 
and residency on campus 
as faculty member 

The learning process is coincidental with the performance process, thus, 
the venues for learning and performance are identical - in design 
studio, and around campus. 

Site Compatibility with 
Instructional Needs 

Observation, Site Visits, 
and residency on campus 
as faculty member 

The general instructional strategy will be lecture-demonstration and 
drill-practice, with pinup of works for review and discussion. 

Observation exercises shall use a first attempt as a pretest, generating 
proofs for discussion, knowledge-skill recall or reinforcement, and 
culminate in one or two further improved iterations. All reviewed. 

Time during studio shall be used for initial instruction, monitoring, and 
discussion. Subsequent iterations are done autonomously. The 
instructor is also the studio faculty member (performance supervisor). 

Site Compatibility with 
Learner Needs 

Observation, Site Visits, 
and interviews with 
students 

The learning venues are on campus, identical with the performance 
venues. Thus, there are no foreseen problems with location. Being part 
of their regular studio schedule, the setup is most convenient.  

Their workstation and on-campus sites provide ample space for their 
iterations and refinement. There is no conflict with equipment or tools 
as each student is supplied with the needed materials, and access to 
several stores for supplies replenishment is available. 

Site Compatibility with 
Workplace Simulation 

Observation, Site Visits, 
and residency on campus 
as faculty member 

There are no simulations necessary as the learning venue is also the 
performance venue. The instructor is also the faculty member 
managing the design studio. 
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06. Instructional Goal Analysis 

The Instructional Goal Given pens, pencils, eraser, sketchpad, and the systematic method of framing and measuring a 
view, the traveling design student shall be able to translate the measured observations taken 
from an exterior setting into a simple yet accurate perspective drawing within the time period 
of 45-60 min, depending on the relative complexity of the exterior setting. 

The Terminal Objective Given an exterior setting on campus, basic pencils, eraser, sketchpad (12”x18”, e.g.), and the 
systematic method of framing and measuring the elements of a view, the design student shall 
be able to translate these measured observations into a perspective drawing with a minimum 
visual accuracy level of 80%. The basic perspective drawing shall be produced within the time 
period of 45-60 min, depending on the relative complexity of the exterior setting. 

Domain of Learning The major domain of learning for this instruction is psychomotor skills, with minor domains of 
intellectual skills. 

    

 
 
 

    
40 minute Stairs Study by author. 
(L-R) : View of Stairs, Framed View, 
Gridding the Frame, Transfer to Drawing 
Grid on Paper, and Final State of Sketch 
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Instructional Goal Analysis (procedural) 

 

 

 

Start at the given 
or selected site 

Define the 
Framed View 
 
 

1 

Define a Grid for 
the Framed View 
 
 

2 

Sketch the Grid 
on the Paper’s 
Drawing Space 
 

3 

A

A

Measure & Draw 
Primary Shapes or 
Objects 
 

4 

Measure & Draw 
Smaller Shapes or 
Objects 
 

5 

Measure & Draw 
Detail Shapes or 
Objects 
 

6 

B

B

Lightly Sketch in 
Support Objects 
 
 

7 

Accent / Hardline 
Shapes & Details 
 
 

8 

Clean up the 
Drawing of extra 
lines and marks 
 

9 

The 
End 
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Instructional Goal Subordinate Skills Analysis 

 

Selecting a site and 
composing a view form 
a separate skill set 

Start at the given 
or selected site 

Define the 
Framed View 
 
 

1 

Define a Grid for 
the Framed View 
 
 

2 

Sketch the Grid 
on the Paper’s 
Drawing Space 
 

3 

A

Scan the given 
view from your 
station point 
 

1.1 

Identify major 
elements. Select 
objects for focus  
 

1.2 

Define the frame 
view to highlight 
major objects 
 

1.3 

Identify objects 
that stand out 
and appeal to eye 
 

1.2b 

Determine limits 
of foreground 
and background 
 

1.3b 

Differentiate by 
shapes, colors, 
details, textures 
 

1.2a 

Determine limits 
to left and right 
of selected 
objects 
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Instructional Goal Subordinate Skills Analysis, continued 

 

Start at the given 
or selected site 

Define the 
Framed View 
 
 

1 

Define a Grid for 
the Framed View 
 
 

2 

Sketch the Grid 
on the Paper’s 
Drawing Space 
 

3 

A

Define a “unit” 
and its fractions 
w/ pencil’s marks 
 

2.1 

Determine the number of width (W) and 
height (H) “units” of the framed view 
 
 

2.2 

Use long-arm-perpendicular-pencil to count 
number of “units”, end-to-end, from left to 
right (W), and from top to bottom (H)  
 

2.2b  

Measure with an 
outstretched arm 
and turning body 
 

2.2a.1 

Hold the pencil  
perpendicular to the 
sightline (not arm) 
 

2.2a.2 

Select marks to 
represent a “unit” 
and its fractions 
 

2.1b 

Identify marks on 
a pencil’s shaft 
 
 

2.1a.2 

Recall fractions of 
a unit : 1/2, 1/3, 
1/4, and 1/5 
 

2.1a.1 
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Instructional Goal Subordinate Skills Analysis, continued 

 

Start at the given 
or selected site 

Define the 
Framed View 
 
 

1 

Define a Grid for 
the Framed View 
 
 

2 

Sketch the Grid 
on the Paper’s 
Drawing Space 
 

3 

A

Prep sketchpad 
sheet for drawing 
 
 

3.1 

Define the actual 
drawing space of 
sketchpad sheet 
 

3.2 

Lightly draw grid 
inside the defined 
drawing space 
 

3.3 

Recall use of 2” 
minimum margins 
for 12”x18” paper 
 

3.2a 

Divide the space 
into W (for width)  
or H (for height) # 
of increments 

3.3a 

Orient sheet to 
portrait or 
landscape 
 

3.1b 

Recall portrait 
and landscape 
orientation 
 

3.1b.1 

When drawing, 
set the sheet 
perpend. to eye 
 

3.1a 

Set clear margins 
at edges of sheet 
(L,R,T,B) 
 

3.2b 

Mark W x H 
increments on 
drawing space 
 

3.3b 

K
ee
p
 p
en
ci
ls
 s
h
ar
p
. 
U
se
 2
H
 p
en
ci
l 
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Instructional Goal Subordinate Skills Analysis, continued 

 

N 

N 

Y Y 

N 

Y 

A

Measure & Draw 
Major Shapes or 
Objects 
 

4 

Measure & Draw 
Smaller Shapes or 
Objects 
 

5 

Measure & Draw 
Detail Shapes or 
Objects 
 

6 

B

Select a(nother) 
major shape or 
object 
 

4.1 

Locate tip of the 
object’s line in 
framed view grid 

4.3 

Mark the tip on 
same location on 
drawing grid 

4.4 

Measure line with 
pencil’s “units” 
(see 2.2b) 

4.7 

Transfer and draw 
measured length 
onto drawing grid 

4.8 

Select main lines 
or edges of the 
shape or object 
 

4.2 

Identify horizontal 
lines - floor edges, 
railings, roof lines 
 

4.2b 

Identify vertical 
lines - columns, 
wall corners, etc. 
 

4.2a 

Orient pencil to 
line’s apparent 
slope, if needed 

4.5 

Transfer pencil 
orientation to 
drawing grid  

4.6 

Is shape 
linear or 
simple? 

All objects 
done? 

5

All lines 
done? 

Keep pencils sharp. 
Use 2H pencil 
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Instructional Goal Subordinate Skills Analysis, continued 

 

A

Measure & Draw 
Primary Shapes or 
Objects 
 

4 

Measure & Draw 
Smaller Shapes in 
Major Objects 
 

5 

Measure & Draw 
Detail Shapes or 
Objects 
 

6 

B

N 

N 

Y Y 

N 

Y 

Select a(nother) 
smaller shape in a 
major object 
 

5.1 

Locate a tip of 
the shape in ref. 
to major object 
 

5.3 

Mark the tip on 
same location on 
drawing grid 
 

5.4 

Select main lines 
or edges of the 
smaller shape 
 

5.2 

Identify horizontal 
lines - floor edges, 
sills, stairs, etc. 
 

5.2b 

Identify vertical 
lines - windows, 
doors, posts, etc. 
 

5.2a 

Orient pencil to 
line’s apparent 
slope, if needed, 
and measure line 
with pencil’s 
“units” (see 2.2b) 
 

5.5 

Transfer pencil 
orientation to 
location on grid 
and draw 
measured length 
into place 
 

5.6 

Is shape 
linear or 
simple? 

All shapes 
done? 

6

All lines 
done? 

Keep pencils sharp. 
Use 2H or HB 
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Instructional Goal Subordinate Skills Analysis, continued 

 

A

Measure & Draw 
Primary Shapes or 
Objects 
 

4 

Measure & Draw 
Smaller Shapes or 
Objects 
 

5 

Measure & Draw 
Detail Shapes in 
Major Objects 
 

6 

B

N 

Y 

Select a(nother) 
detail shape in a 
major object 
 

6.1 

Locate a clue of 
the detail in ref. 
to other drawn 
shapes or objects 

6.2 

Mark the clue on 
same location on 
drawing grid 
 

6.3 

Identify details 
such as door 
knobs, bollards, 
lights, bolts, 
fittings, etc. 
 

6.1a 

Measure the 
detail with use of 
pencil’s “units” 
(see 2.2b) 
 
 
 

6.4 

Draw measured 
detail into its 
position relative 
to other drawn 
shapes in drawing 
grid  
 

6.5 

All details 
done? 7

Keep pencils sharp. 
Use HB pencil 
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Instructional Goal Subordinate Skills Analysis, continued 

 

B

Lightly Sketch in 
Support Objects 
for scalar context 
 

7 

Accent / Hardline 
Shapes & Details 
 
 

8 

Clean up the 
Drawing  
 
 

9 

The 
End 

Draw darker and 
crisper lines for 
nearer objects 
Use HB and 2B 

8.1 

Identify background 
elements - clouds, 
forest, cityscape, etc. 
 

7.1b 

Draw foreground 
then background 
elements lightly 
Use 2H pencil 

7.1 

Identify foreground 
elements - people, 
cars, trees, stops, etc. 
 

7.1a 

Recall loss of 
contrast & detail 
from near to far 
 

8.1a 

Use the eraser to 
remove smudges, 
blemishes, spots 
and extra lines 

9.1 

Rendering shadows and 
textures are a separate 
skill set 

Keep pencils sharp. 
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07. Design Evaluation - Subskills, Objectives, and Assessment Items 

(Sorry Dr H, I bit off way more than I can chew… ) 

The instructional subordinate skills are tabulated per task table below. Being primarily psychomotor, the skills and subskills 
are assessed by direct observation and, if warranted, reinforced with demonstration of the skill or subskill in question. 

1.  Define the Framed View 

Subordinate Skills Performance Objective Parallel Assessment Item 

1.1 
Scan the given view from 
your station point 

  

1.2 
Identify major elements 
Select objects for focus 

  

1.3 
Define the framed view to 
highlight major objects 

  

1.3a 
Determine the viewing limits to 
the left and right of the selected 

objects 

  

1.3b  
Determine the viewing limits of 
the foreground and background 
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Design Evaluation, continued 

2.  Define a Grid for the Framed View 

Subordinate Skills Performance Objective Parallel Assessment Item 

2.1 
Define a “unit” and its 
fractions using marks 
along the pencil shaft 

  

2.1b 
Select marks to represent a 

“unit” and its fractions 

  

2.2 
Determine the number of 
width (W) and height (H) 
“units” of the framed 
view 

  

2.2a.1 
Measure with an outstretched 

arm and turning body 

  

2.2a.2 
Hold the pencil perpendicular to 

the sightline (not the arm) 

  

2.2b  
Use the long-arm-

perpendicular-pencil to count 
the number of  “units” end-to-
end, from left to right (W), and 

from top to bottom (H) 
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Design Evaluation, continued 

3.  Sketch the Grid on the Paper’s Drawing Space  (Keep pencils sharp. Use 2H pencil) 

Subordinate Skills Performance Objective Parallel Assessment Item 

3.1 
Prepare the sketchpad 
sheet for drawing 

  

3.1a 
When drawing, set the sheet 

perpendicular to the eye 

  

3.1b 
Orient the sheet to portrait or 

landscape 

  

3.2 
Define the actual drawing 
space of sketchpad sheet 

  

3.2b 
Set clear margins at edges of the 

sheet (left, right, top, bottom) 

  

3.3 
Lightly draw grid inside 
the defined drawing space  

  

3.3a 
Divide the space into W (for 
width)  or H (for height) # of 

increments 

  

3.3b 
Mark W x H increments on       

the drawing space 
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Design Evaluation, continued 

4.  Measure & Draw Major Shapes or Objects (Keep pencils sharp. Use 2H pencil) 

Subordinate Skills Performance Objective Parallel Assessment Item 

4.1 
Select a(nother) major 
shape of object 

  

4.2 
Select main lines or edges 
of the shape or object 

  

4.3 
Locate the tip of the 
object’s line in the framed 
view grid 

  

4.4 
Mark the tip on the same 
location on drawing grid 

  

4.5 
Orient pencil to the line’s 
apparent slope, if needed 

  

4.6 
Transfer the pencil 
orientation directly to the 
drawing grid 

  

4.7 
Measure the line with 
pencil’s “units” 
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4.8  
Transfer and draw the 
measured length onto 
drawing grid 
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Design Evaluation, continued 

5.  Measure & Draw Smaller Shapes in Major Objects (Keep pencils sharp. Use 2H or HB pencil) 

Subordinate Skills Performance Objective Parallel Assessment Item 

5.1 
Select a(nother) smaller 
shape in a major object 

  

5.2 
Select main lines or edges 
of the smaller shape 

  

5.3 
Locate the tip of shape in 
reference to the object 

  

5.4 
Mark the tip on the same 
location on drawing grid 

  

5.5 
Orient pencil to the line’s 
apparent slope, if needed, 
and measure line with 
pencil’s “units” 

  

5.6 
Transfer the pencil 
orientation directly onto 
the drawing grid and 
draw  the measured 
length into place 
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Design Evaluation, continued 

6.  Measure & Draw Detail Shapes in Major Objects (Keep pencils sharp. Use HB pencil) 

Subordinate Skills Performance Objective Parallel Assessment Item 

6.1 
Select a(nother) detail 
shape in a major object 

  

6.2 
Locate a clue of the detail 
in reference to other 
drawn shapes or objects 

  

6.3 
Mark the clue on same 
location on drawing grid 

  

6.4 
Measure the detail with 
pencil’s “units” 

  

6.5 
Draw the measured detail 
into its position relative 
to other drawn shapes in 
the drawing grid 
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Design Evaluation, continued 

Subordinate Skills Performance Objective Parallel Assessment Item 

7.  Lightly Sketch in Support Objects for Scalar Context (Keep pencils sharp. Use 2H pencil) 

7.1 
Draw foreground and 
then background 
elements lightly 

  

8.  Accent / Hardline Shapes and Details (Keep pencils sharp. Use HB & 2B pencil) 

8.1 
Draw darker and crisper  
lines for nearer objects 

  

8.1a 
Recall the loss of contrast and 
detail from nearer to farther 

  

9.  Clean up the Drawing  

9.1 
Use the eraser to remove 
smudges, blemishes, 
spots, and extra lines 
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08. Overall Instructional Strategy 

The primary method of instruction is lecture-demonstration with on-site sketch drill-and-practice. 

Instructional Objective Clusters 

Cluster Time (min) Instructional Objectives and Activities 

1 40 Introduction of perspective topic,  
display examples to get attention,  
conduct pretest on-site (30 min) 

2 20 Pinup pretest drawings,  
discussion of seeing and drawing techniques,  
discussion of perspective drawing’s relevance to profession,  
enticement & introduction of systematic method 

3 10 Revisit site 
1. Define the Framed View 

1.1 Scan the given view 
1.2 Identify major elements. Select objects for focus 
1.3 Define the framed view to highlight major objects 

4 5 2. Define a Grid for the Framed View 
 2.1 Define a “unit” and its fractions using marks along the pencil shaft 

5 5  2.2 Determine the number of width (W) and height (H) “units of the framed view 

6 10 3. Sketch the Grid on the Paper’s Drawing Space 
 3.1 Prepare the sketchpad sheet for drawing 
 3.2 Define the actual drawing space of sketchpad sheet 
 3.3 Lightly draw grid inside the defined drawing space 
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Instructional Objective Clusters, continued 

Cluster Time (min) Instructional Objectives and Activities 

7 20 4. Measure and Draw Major Shapes or Objects  
 4.1-4.2 Select a(nother) major object or shape, Select its main lines/edges 
 4.3-4.4 Locate the tip of the object line, Mark the tip on the same location on grid 
 4.5-4.8 Orient pencil to line and measure its length, Transfer and draw onto to grid 
    Repeat the cycle until all major objects’ main lines/edges have been drawn 

8 10 5. Measure and Draw Smaller Shapes in Major Objects  
 5.1-5.2 Select a(nother) smaller shape in a major object, Select its main lines/edges 
 5.3-5.4 Locate the tip of the shape, Mark the tip on the same location on grid 
 5.5-5.6 Orient pencil to line and measure its length, Transfer and draw onto to grid 
    Repeat the cycle until all smaller shapes in all major objects have been drawn 

9 5 6. Measure and Draw Detail Shapes in Major Objects  
 6.1       Select a(nother) detail shape in a major object 
 6.2-6.3 Locate the clue of the detail, Mark the clue on the same location on grid 
 6.4-6.5 Measure the detail, Draw the measured detail into position in the drawing grid 
    Repeat the cycle until all details in all major objects have been drawn 

10 5 7. Lightly Sketch in Support Objects for Scalar Context 
 7.1 Draw foreground and then background elements lightly 

11 5 8. Accent / Hardline Shapes and Details 
 8.1 Draw darker and crisper lines for nearer objects 

12 5 9. Clean up the Drawing 
 9.1 Use the eraser to remove smudges, blemishes, spots, and extra lines 

13 60 Post Test - Redraw the given scene, using the instructed guidelines and methods (45-60 min) 

14 40 Break, then gather in studio for class pinup of pretest and post test drawings. Review. 

Total 240 Clusters 1+13 are tests, 2+14 are discussions, 3-12 are lecture-demo + drill-practice 
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 Overall Instructional Strategy, continued 

Pre-Instruction 

An introduction to the topic starts the learning session. Accompanying the introduction are examples of select works, displaying 

observational perspective drawing skills of a high level. This is aimed to gain attention and present a challenge. A pretest is 

conducted on-site with students drawing their first attempt at observational perspective. No guidelines are given. 

Presentation 

Presentation activities come in two forms. The first form is the pinup review in studio. When discussed collectively, individuals 

pick up and hook into drawing details and right/wrong techniques. This maintains attention. Discussion of the relationship 

between seeing and drawing expands the value of the exercise while also establishing relevance for their field and profession. To 

solidify engagement, learners are enticed with implied promise of competence through a system of guidelines and methods that are 

simply structured. The lure feeds into a promise for their confidence. 

The second form of presentation activity is in the instruction proper. Clusters 3-12 are conducted on site and are in the form of 

the lecture-demonstration, followed by student acknowledgement, and student practice with instructor supervision. The many 

different steps are grouped into chunks to manage cognitive load and enforce new psychomotor learning, a cluster at a time. 

Supervision and at-the-moment feedback are crucial to achieve 1) instructional support and presence, and 2) effective learning 

through display of proper techniques as well as the correction of imprecise actions. 

Participation 1 

Students participate along two modes. During studio pinup review, cognition and intellectual skills are engaged as they 

differentiate and identify aspects of drawing skills. This leads to concepts and rules which are engaged by the eye, the mind and the 

hand, aka the triadic foundation. Having the studio for this particular activity establishes the studio’s intellectual purpose. 
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Overall Instructional Strategy, continued 

Participation 2 

For the second participation mode, students engage physically + mentally during the lecture-demonstration and drill-practice. 

They are encouraged to work in pairs while beginning to 1) mimic the sightline and body actions, 2) understand the reason for the 

action, and 3) appreciate the discipline to do it precisely. During more involved clusters, particularly clusters 5-9, the instructor 

shall require the students to demonstrate learned actions immediately, acknowledging correct motions and giving adjustments  

where they are required. Immediate feedback is critical in scaffolding the many psychomotor skills and building a solid sense of 

confidence and autonomy. Pair members can also learn to examine each other’s sightline and body motions, while they apply the 

systematic guidelines of observational perspective drawing. 

Assessment 

Having discussed how the body can act precisely as a device towards producing accurate drawings, the learner is assessed in two 

ways : a) discussions about what they see, what they perceive, and how they move, and b) the level of improvement in drawing 

quality and accuracy. These aspects are noted and discussed during their on-site drill-practices and reinforced once again during 

the post test pinup review. 

Follow-Through 

While an instruction of much value, this set of skills proves their true worth through the quantity and quality of their required 

graphic works for every design exercise they have in studio. There are usually three major exercises every semester; and there are 

two years of design foundation studio. Therefore, there are many opportunities to apply this learning to their studio works. 

Additionally, studio instructors also act as reviewers for each others’ studio during major design reviews.  Hence, the drawing skill 

sets and what they produce are always duly recognized and reinforced. 
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Still to be done 

 

• Instructional Strategy for Content 
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10. Formative Evaluation Plan  

 

Peer Review 

The design work shall be submitted to a colleague for review. Familiarity with the instructional topic may help with the 

understanding of the content, but should not be a strict requirement. The colleague shall examine the work according to the model 

from Dick + Carey, and evaluate its different aspects against the 1) general structure of the design, 2) its sequence of logical 

development, and 3) its completeness, clarity, and rigor of content development. 

One-on-One 

The design work shall be submitted to a person acting in the capacity of a learner. A particular portion of the Task sequence shall be 

instructed to the person in the proposed lecture-demonstration method, followed up with a drill-practice exercise. After the 

instruction sequence is concluded, the learner shall be interviewed regarding 1) the instruction’s clarity of content (was it 

straightforward to understand, or were many clarifying questions required?), 2) its quality of delivery (was learning manageable or 

overwhelming - cognitive load)(was there a good balance between lecture-demo and drill-practice?), and 3) its effect on overall 

appeal, competence, confidence, and satisfaction (based on ARCS motivational model). 

Small Scale Group and Field Trials 

The formative evaluation, upon initial review and refinement based on peer and one-on-one methods, may be conducted with small 

scale group. However, Field trials are not foreseeably to be conducted. 
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11. Formative Evaluation Results from Peer Review  

Unfinished a state as the work is, I submitted the work to colleague, Julian Allen, for a peer review regarding the content and 

organization of the final project, as it is done so far. His comments are below : 

 

I’ve been asked to complete a Peer Review for Bronne Dytoc’s instructional design project. I present the following as a 

review: 

  

Need Analysis: First, I think it’s a good choice for Bronne to choose a topic he’s so familiar with. This way, he can 

practice his technique, testing out the model on content he well-understands. His background in sketching (as evidenced 

by the included examples) would establish him as not only the instructional designer, but also as the subject matter 

expert. Both these roles serve him well in well-defining the need for proper instruction and in articulating the goal 

statement. 

  

His early inclusion of drawings immediately brings clarity and attention to the topic of instruction, and will assist the 

developer in gaining context before developing the content. 

  

Process & Skill Diagram: Bronne’s clear artistic vision has helped him to create a precise and well-crafted flow 

diagram and skills chart. And again, his experience has helped him provide every possible step in the process. A 

developer inexperienced in drawing should be able to convert these steps into valuable training. I hope Bronne will 

create this training himself in a future course on content development. 

  

Training Content: Bronne includes a series of pretests, practices and a post-test. I’d be interested to see the final 

delivery of the content. His training plan calls for a demonstration… I’m picturing this taking place in one-on-one or 

small group sessions. I could also imagine this training program being successful with large sections taught online. The 

detail provided in this training design is very precise and should help the developer get a clear vision of how the content 

should be created. 

  

 Bronne’s direct experience with his own students helps clearly describe the learner and the learner context. 
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I also employed the evaluation method of one-to-one with a learner, conducting instruction steps 2-4, defining a framed view, 

defining a grid for the framed view and setting it on paper, and measuring basic shapes from the view and transferring it onto the 

drawing grid. The mini-instruction was simulated with “student”, Mrs. Alma Cabel Dytoc. Her comments are below : 

 

This is a review of Bronne Dytoc's instruction of how to measure an exterior setting and transferring them onto a 

drawing grid. This reviewer is Mr. Dytoc's spouse, has a degree in Music Education, and has taught in Elementary and 

High School. I have a very basic skill and knowledge of the art of drawing.  

 

Instruction Delivery:   

Mr. Dytoc's main method of instruction was lecture-demonstration. First, we chose a site and I was asked to identify 

focal objects. With these objects in mind, I was asked to establish a framed view. Mr. Dytoc then demonstrated the 

following steps:  

1.  How to use the arm, pencil, and eye as a measuring tool.  

2.  How to set the framed view into a grid, sketching grid on paper. 

3.  How to measure objects, shapes, and details, and transfer them onto the grid. 

Afterwards, Mr. Dytoc asked me to repeat the steps, guiding me as I performed them. He re-demonstrated the steps that 

were unclear to me. In the end, I was able to draw a passable likeness of my framed view into a drawing grid. 

 

 

Evaluation and Recommendation:  

Each step was explained and demonstrated clearly. I recommend that some type of drill or test be given immediately 

after each step demonstration. This will help in mastery of what was just taught before moving onto the next step. It is 

very easy for learners to fall into the trap of believing they have grasped a skill or from the mere observation of it. 

 Some type of evaluation will help in dispelling this belief. Since the skill being taught is psychomotor, and different 

skills are to be mastered, time should be set aside for the practice of each step.   
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12. Reflection on the Dick and Carey Model  

To state it quickly: This semester was much too short. Even as an introduction and a first stab at putting together a design of a 

selected instructional topic, the amount of practice time to learn this by doing is unfortunately limited. This introductory course was 

very engaging, valuable, and fun. Many thanks go to Dr. Harmon’s enthusiasm in the handling of the online class (it is my first ever 

experience of an online class and I am grateful it did not turn out like the very boring professional education webinars).  

Much credit also goes to the discussion, and application of the instruction design model from Dick, Carey & Carey’s 7th edition. 

Aside from presenting itself as a systematic and studied approach to designing instruction, the appreciation of issues such as 

motivation and Gagne’s events of instruction give strength to the practice as one that requires critical creativity balanced with 

proof-based pragmatism. The lectures and discussions regarding each of D & C’s ID model steps were not only informative but 

allowed us to realize how, as teachers untrained in ID, we ran on hunches and well-intentioned reactions, not informed responses. 

I have stumbled onto a teaching career back in 1993, fresh from my masters program in architecture. Not half bad in structures and 

design, I began to understand the different nature of the two courses and how they both contributed to the intellectual and 

attitudinal differences between them (some would say an abyss) that remain difficult to bridge. Being a systematically organized 

course, it was not difficult to deliver the content and administer the exercises and examinations. But being taught from a typical 

engineering-numbers standpoint, it was near impossible to generate neither appeal nor motivation. Most unfortunate. 

Design studio, on the other hand, is quite punishing. Students slave away into the night to generate proposed solutions to such 

vaguely defined problems. Forms fly and drawings are produced endlessly. Students are critiqued intensely (sometimes, unfairly). 

Their ideas and skills and nerve are bared for all to see. Yet despite this inordinate amount of abuse, they keep coming back for 

more. To truly appreciate their motivation to excel, one must witness these young designers working nonstop through the night. 
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What gives? One course is systematic and properly planned and executed, yet it bombs. The other is practically disorganized and 

filled with undue masochistic stress, yet flourishes. Surely each course taking something away from the other can only result in the 

betterment of both, for the benefit of all (students, faculty, and the future of the profession). It is here then, even with just one 

semester under my belt, that instructional design presents itself as the field of knowledge that may unravel the mysteries of these 

two courses. For most part, the sequences of courses have been developed against earlier templates and were never much 

questioned. Motivation was not much discussed as it was always accepted that students choosing the field of architecture must 

know these varied subjects, whether they like it or not, therefore, motivation was not a prerequisite to enrolling, learning and 

performing in these assigned courses.  But it does matter, witness the galactic difference in work attitude in the same students 

when they design in sophomore studio versus when they attend structures class.  

Dick + Carey’s model paves the way to much understanding about what competent instructional design can achieve. It may not 

necessarily question the material coverage, but it would be able to verify and utilize knowledge of how today’s students view their 

institution, their chosen profession, and life in general. It would allow for the evaluation of contexts and whether they are able to 

support towards desired performance and attitudes. It would allow for rethinking how material scope is defined and how to observe 

its learning through proofs of performance types. It would allow for a thoughtful approach to student engagement and learner-

centered pedagogy, rather than the reactionary-reversed process that we untrained teachers have been doing (mimicry of our own 

experiences, really). I have always felt something was off, something was amiss. But this semester’s learning of D & C’s model lights 

up my mind. I am so “revolutionized” by its logical clarity that I am engaging a group of young seniors in SPSU architecture to 

slowly do the first analysis steps for their objective of developing a mentor program for freshmen.  

I really would like to master this model’s application more. I am sorry our semester went by too fast, and we were not able to discuss 

many things in depth, particularly the last sections of formative and summative evaluation. I apologize now if (for a combination of 

different reasons - juggling load, lack of time, limited knowledge, intimidation with final project samples), my project is wanting. As 

I stated earlier - it was engaging; it was valuable; it was inspiring. But the semester was much too short. 
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13. Appendix - Instructional Graphic Aids and Sample Works  

  
 

 Left - A pencil has several marks that may be used for visual measurement   (subskills 2.1a.1 + 2.1a.2) 
Right - For this pencil, marks were chosen to represent a whole unit, and regularly used fractions   (subskill 2.1 + 2.1b) 
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Left - To measure the view correctly, the pencil, held outstretched, must always be perpendicular to sight line.  
This applies strictly whether measurements are looking up, down, left, right, or angularly.    (subskills 2.2a.1 + 2.2a.2) 

 
Right - Tendency to align the pen parallel to floor lines, walls, roof lines, etc. breaks the perpendicular viewing method,  

Giving measuring errors which result in mis-proportioned drawings     (wrong examples for subskills 2.2a.1 + 2.2a.2) 
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Left - Measuring the framed view, counting the pencil “units” in end-to-end manner, from left to right, 
thus determining the number of W units of grid width.    (subskills 2.2b) 

 
Middle - Measuring the framed view, counting the pencil “units” in end-to-end manner, top to bottom, 

thus determining the number of H units of grid height.    (subskills 2.2b) 
 

Right - Measuring a linear shape (here, a stair railing) by locating the tip, aligning the pencil, 
and counting end-to-end to measure the length.     (subskills 4.3-4.8) 
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Left - View of external stairs at SPSU Design 2 Building     
Right - Framed View focusing on stairs and lamp post    (Goal Step 1) 
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Left - Framed View of external stairs, ordered into a 4w x 6h grid   (Goal Steps 2-3) 
Middle - Measured elements of stairs, lamp post, and wall transferred into corresponding paper drawing grid   (Goal Steps 4-6)  

Right - Finished perspective sketch after 30 minutes, without shadows and textures (by author)   (Goal Steps 8-9) 
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Student drawings of the D2 external stairs (by Zeman) 

Top row - Initial drawings, morning, noon, and late afternoon 
Bottom row - Marked improvement in scale, proportion, and consistency in final drawings, morning, noon, afternoon  
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Left - Framed View of SPSU N Building Façade, focusing on glass curtainwall and three columns on the right   (Goal Step 1) 
Middle - Framed View ordered into 4w x 8h grid   (Goal Steps 2-3) 

Right - Measured Shapes of glass framing, interior posts, stairs, columns, and trees, drawn onto Paper Grid   (Goal Steps 4-6) 
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Left - Perspective Drawing with foreground planting, after 45 minutes   (Goal Step 7) 
Right - Perspective rendered with shadows and texture (by author)   (Goal Steps 8-9) 
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   Student Initial drawing (pretest)    Final drawing (post test) (by Corrao) 

    
   Student Initial drawing (pretest)    Final drawing (post test) (by Filkins) 


